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This is your music.
UPPER: Cable skewed
digital audio waveform.

LOWER: Audio waveform
regenerated by Jitterbug.

This is your music on Jitterbug.

Jitterbug manages jitter by reducing it to inaudible levels through clock waveform
reclamation. Jitterbug also boosts the digital signal, enabling further transmission
distances. Outputs can be configured to either mirror or duplicate outbound channels.
A long cable run to the stage may still need to be routed hundreds of feet further stage left and stage right. AES bitstreams in such cable lengths
will include line-‐induced jitter. Cables skew digital audio signals primarily by attenuating the highest frequencies. Many factors impact the quality
of the digital audio signal cable transmission. All cables, even the highest quality, are subject to their changing environments. EMI/RFI ingress and
egress affects all cable assemblies.
As a digital signal travels down a cable and across numerous mating connectors of dubious quality, the capacitance, resistance, velocity of
propagation, EMI, and inductance of these elements degrade, alter and otherwise modulate the shape of the transmitted square waveform. This
manifests itself in a rounding off of the rise and fall times, as well as making the amplitude of the wave smaller, all of which creates significant
difficulty for the receiving device to reliably detect the original data. Excessive jitter can prevent the signal from being resolved at all.
Jitter is not vastly different from phase noise. While phase noise exists in the frequency domain, jitter is defined in the time domain. DACs and
ADCs extract the clock from the audio bit stream in order to control the conversion process. Permanent amplitude modulation caused by jitter
creates timing errors in the clock signal, preventing data conversions from occurring with the required precision. Major silicon manufacturers warn
that clock jitter affects delta-‐sigma digital-‐to-‐analog converter (DAC) performance.
Since jitter is dissonant distortion, it will be more audible than harmonic distortion. Embedded clocks, such as clocking over ADAT or AES, typically
suffer more jitter than word clocks. In order to properly manage and mitigate jitter to deliver a crisp, clean audio signal, clock recovery is needed.

Review complete Jitterbug specifications, descriptions and test results at iolabcorp.com.
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JITTERBUG® TEST RESULTS

TOP: Original digital audio transmission on 110ohm AES twisted pair. | BOTTOM: Cable skewed digital audio waveform received.

TOP: Cable skewed audio waveform received; input into Jitterbug. | BOTTOM: Jitterbug waveform output.

Jitterbug supports AES3, IEC60958, S/PDIF & EIAJ CP1201. Jitterbug directly accepts a cable run of AES digital audio,
reclocks the audio data stream, mitigates jitter & boosts the digital audio signal for further transmission distances.
Outbound audio is biphase-‐encoded and driven back on to the cable.
Each Jitterbug board features 4 channels of AES digital audio. Six boards can be daisy-‐chained together using the onboard
connectors to create a 24 channel system (Mirror mode), fitting into a 1U enclosure with a specified linear power supply.
Two jumper-‐selectable IO modes: Mirror mode (default), where Ch1 IN is routed to Ch1 OUT (4ch IN/4ch OUT); and, Dup
mode, where Ch1 IN is duplicated on Ch1 & Ch2 OUT, and Ch3 IN is duplicated on Ch3 & Ch4 OUT (2ch IN/4ch OUT).
Selectable audio inputs and outputs include 100ohm AES twisted pair or 75ohm coax. These impedance's could also be
mixed, if necessary; e.g., 75ohm IN, 110ohm OUT. The system supports audio up to 192kHz, 24bits, and features automatic
frequency sampling detection at 32kHz, 44.1kHz, 48kHz, 88.2kHz, 96kHz, 176.4kHz & 192kHz. Each channel's receiver
meets the AES3 specified minimum 200mV peak-‐to-‐peak input level for a clock recovery circuit. Each channel's transmitter
provides an RS422 output, which meets the AES3 requirements for a balanced line driver.
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JITTERBUG® SYSTEM

SIMPLIFIED BLOCK DIAGRAM: Connecting 6 Jitterbugs to create a 24-‐channel system.

JUMPER SELECTABLE MODES: Mirror mode (top) & Dup mode (bottom).
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